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Part 1: History and Theory of Priznaki
In Part 1 of this presentation on the use of Priznaki with Russian neumatic musical notations,

I  will  discuss  what  they  are,  when and why they were  introduced,  as  well  as  their  general
appearance and application. (Unfortunately for the student, their history, use and formation are
complex  subjects  which  require  careful  attention  to  detail,  prompting  the  necessity  of  this
lengthy paper. However, much of this material may be overwhelming to the beginning student of
Znamenny notation and may be passed over until later in the learning process.) Part 2 of this
document will present instruction of the technical application of Priznaki in supporting software,
as well as comprehensive lists of “priznakified” neumes.

The Slavonic musical term  “priznák” is accented on the second syllable and indicates an
explanatory or modifying marker (a narrow slash or dash) attached as a prefix to a neume to
provide information about its musical pitch. (The term should not be confused with the modern
Russian word “príznak”, which is accented on the first syllable and indicates a “sign of things to
come”, a foreshadowing, a portent, or a clue.)

Three complete – but distinctly separate – systems of priznaki were used in Russian neumatic
notations: 1)  Old-style Priznaki, a system of markers used with Put-Kazan and Demesvenny
notations; 2) New-style Stolp Priznaki, used with the later (“Type A”) Znamenny notation; and
3)  New-Style Demestvenny Priznaki, used with the Old Believer revival of the Demestvenny
repertoire of chants, and based on the same theoretical principles as the New-style Stolp notation.
While the Old-style priznaki were contextual in their relationship to other neumes (indicating
melodic  motion  as  opposed  to  a  specific  pitch),  the  New-style  priznaki  were  more-or-less
diastematic (indicating specific pitches for the neumes they are attached to).

1.1) Old-style Priznaki
The earliest system of priznaki, which we can call “Old-style Priznaki”, was originally used

with  the  Put-Kazan  and  Demestvenny  continuum  of  notations  (although  we  can  on  rare
occasions find stray usages in contemporary Stolp manuscripts, where it is plausible that a scribe
accidentally used a Put priznak without thinking). Unfortunately, the Put-Kazan repertoire was
not preserved in the singing traditions of the Old Believers or of the mainstream Russian Church,
and their usage was eclipsed by other emerging notational forms.

The earliest evidence of the use of priznaki has been traced to the Klyuch Znamennoy of Inok
(Monk) Khristofor, dated 1604.1 However, the most remarkable example of the use of Old Style
Priznaki is found in the manuscript RSL, coll. 379 (manuscripts of Dmitry Razumovsky),  No.
46, which dates to 1642–45 (called  “Obednitsa”, a complete setting of the Liturgy, plus other
hymns).  In  this  manuscript,  one  can  witness  almost  the  entire  range  of  the  fully-developed
system of priznaki.

Further  evidence  of  their  use  has  been  identified  by  the  Russian  musicologist  M.V.
Bogomolova.2 In the abstract of her paper, she writes (my translation):

1 О. В. Тюрина, “Признаки,” in:  Православная энциклопедия, Т. 58. [O. Tyurina,  “Priznaki,” in:  Orthodox
Encyclopedia, vol. 58]. Moscow, 2020, pp. 192–194.
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“In this article, the analysis of the origin and existence of the system of “priznaki” is researched on the
example of the “Greek” notation.  It  has been discovered that there were two principally different
systems of “priznaki”. The first occurred in the Russian neumatic polyphony and was established
initially in the 60-70s of the 17th century. The second was invented especially for the Znamenny
notation and was set forth in the essay of Alexander Mezenets in 1670.”

According to the Archpriest I. Voznesensky, the so-called “Greek” Raspev (a repertoire of
chant ostensibly adapted from a simplified form of Byzantine Chant) was established in Russia
between 1655 and 1659, during which time the bulk of the repertoire was melodically arranged
and a short-lived adaptation of the Put-Kazan notation with Old-style Priznaki was used to record
these polyphonic melodies. This variant notation may be seen in ms. SHM, Synod. Pev. Sobr,
No. 1252,3 which Bogomolova dates to the 1670-80s. (There are at least a dozen other slightly
later manuscripts, but no further use of the neumatic notation was made by 1700.)

This  primitive  form of  notation  was  actually  quite  ingenious  in  concept,  as  it  indicates
melodic motion, rather than actual pitch. All the singer needs to know is a starting pitch, and the
priznaki guide the singer to ascend, descend or repeat a pitch (although if one loses one’s place,
recovery can be problematic).

Originally, the old-style priznaki were added to the neumes in black ink. However, in later
manuscripts we see that priznaki were often attached to the black neumes using red ink, or in
some lines in polyphonic scores they were added as black marks attached to red neumes. The
contrasting  technique  of  color  reversal  (as  seen  below)  was  visually  helpful  for  polyphonic
singing. On the other hand, in some manuscripts one can surmise that the constant switching
between black and red pens become tedious and time-consuming for some scribes, so the scribe
would revert to the older practice of adding the priznaki in the same color ink used for the base
neumes. (The technique of using colored priznaki seems to have been a matter of choice by
individual scribes.)

To indicate downward melodic motion, various neumes had a small dash or cross attached to
their lower left corner, as demonstrated below:

Although it is purely conjectural to determine why there is a difference in the shaping of the
marker, we can make a logical guess that the simple dash (in the first image) might be difficult to
distinguish at times, and so a diagonal extension of the neume was first added, so when the dash
was added, it would stand out. This technique forms a small cross (“крыж”, seen in the second
image above; this was also called “крыж в нозе”, a “cross in the foot”, since the cross was
always placed on the lowest part of the neume)4. So far, musicologists have not observed any
differentiation  in  the  interpretation  of  these  two  forms,  so  we  may  surmise  that  they  are
equivalent (although we should not rule out the possibility of there being an actual difference).5

2 М.  В.  Богомолова,  “Анализ  знаковой  системы «греческой»  нотации (на  основе  песнопений нового
греческого роспева),” Вестник Православного Свято-Тихоновского гуманитарного университета.  Сер.
5:  Музыкальное искусство христианского мира [M. Bogomolova,  “Analysis  of  the Semeotic  System of
“Greek”  Notation  (Based  on  Materials  of  the  New  Greek  Chant),”  Vestnik  Pravoslavnogo  Svyato-
Tikhonovskogo gumanitarnogo universiteta. Ser. 5: Muzykal noye iskusstvo khristianskogo miraʹ ], 2007 (1), pp.
26–45.

3 SHM (State Historical Museum, ГИМ), Synod. pevch., No. 1252.

4 This was incorrectly called “крыж в носе”, a “cross in the nose” in a few original sources, obviously confusing
the two similar-sounding letters с/з.

5 Note: Until such time as proven otherwise, the Mezenets Unicode font designers have chosen to use the small
cross consistently as the default form of the lower priznak, and the dash form will not be provided in the font.
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To indicate  upward melodic motion,  various neumes had a small  dash (a “horn”,  “рог”)
attached to their upper left corner, as demonstrated below:6

Neumes without priznaki added can be  generally assumed to repeat the same pitch as the
previous neume, although there are not always firm syntactical rules about this being true.

Putting together what we have just learned, the following example may be puzzled out with
reasonable success, at least in terms of melodic motion. Since there is no clear way to determine
what the starting pitch is, we assume that the singer was already familiar with the melody, and
the  notation  served primarily  as  a  reminder  to  aid  the  singer  as  he  sung the  melody.  (This
principle  seems to have been the role of neumatic  notations  from their  origins  in  Byzantine
notation up until the introduction of specific pitch marks around 1600, making the system of
notation almost impossible to “sight read” with any certainty.)

In some manuscripts, while pitch marks were not always used, other red pomety (such as the
raventsvo, tikho and borzo) were borrowed from the Stolp system of notation, as we can see in
the previous example and in the following example:

Notice that the ravenstvo can also be placed at the end of a line of neumes to indicate that the
first neume of the next line is the same pitch, instead of placing it together with that neume, as
demonstrated in the following example:

Other manuscipts, particularly neumatic polyphonic 2-, 3- and 4-part scores of Put-Kazan
polyphony  (also  called  Strochnóe  Penie)  or  Demestvenny  polyphony,  made  a  limited  (“as
needed”) use of pitch marks from the Stolp system of notation, apparently to clarify instances
when determining the pitch would be too difficult for the singers, and to re-orient the singers to
the correct pitch. Although not a frequent feature, some polyphonic scores even made occasional

6 This and the following three small images are taken from the manuscript RSL (Russian State Library, РГБ),
coll. 379, No. 46.
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use of “stránny e pomety”‧  (accidental, exceptional or chromatic pitches). The following 2-part
example,  which makes use of color reversal for the second voice,  mixes both Old-style Put-
Kazan priznaki with Stolp pitch marks, both of which are more restrained in their application.

Manuscript: RSL, Collection 379 (Razumovsky Collection), No. 79.
Prazdniki, mid-17th century, folio 236v.

The following 3-part score is notable because it makes full use of Stolp pitch marks, and only
occasional examples of Old-style priznaki:

Manuscript: RSL,Collection 379 (Razumovsky Collection), No. 81.
Obikhod, last quarter of 17th century, folio 116r.
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In the following 4-part score, we see a heavy use of Stolp pitch and clarifying marks (such as
the  ravenstvo and  borzo) but here we also see old-style priznaki in the same color as the base
neume.

 
Manuscript: RSL, Collection 379 (Razumovsky Collection), No. 82.

Prazdniki, last quarter of 17th century, folio 144r.

In identifying the repertoire of Put-Kazan and Demestvenny neumes that receive priznaki,
numerous  musical  manuscripts  and  “Azbuki” (Musical  Primers)  have  been  consulted.  The
following table demonstrates the categories of Put-Kazan neumes that receive priznaki.  (For a
comprehensive list, keyboard entry and other technical details, see Part 2.1.)

Old-style Priznaki:
Base neumes

(No priznak usually indicates a
repetition of the previous pitch.)

Kryzh Priznak
(Priznak Down)

Rog Priznak
(Priznak Up)

Category 1: Priznaki placed on a left vertical line (including derivative neumes)

   
    

   
    

   -7

    -
          Note: These neumes only take

priznaki for downward motion.

Category 2: Priznaki placed on curved neumes (including derivative neumes)

          -    

7 While an upward occurrence of the Zanozhek and Stopitsa s sorochei nozhkoi are theoretically possible, they are
melodically very rare (since these neumes are almost always approached from above); also, it is obvious that
there is no place for a rog priznak to attach.
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Category 3: Priznaki placed on a diagonal beam (including derivative neumes)

                 
Category 4: Priznaki placed on small diagonal strokes (including all related neumes)

  
Category 5: Priznaki placed on Arrows (including derivative neumes)

    
 

   

    
 

   

    
 

   
Category 6: Priznaki placed on Mechiki (including derivative neumes)
Note: The default forms (the first row) are the old-style shapes for traditional presentation of Demestvenny and 
Put-Kazan notation, while the forms in the second row are later new-style shapes.
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1.2) New-style Znamenny (Stolp) Priznaki
Historical Background: The Two Liturgical Singing Commissions

The need to reform liturgical texts in the Russian Church had been widely acknowledged
since the early 1600s (or even earlier), and although there were significant reforms undertaken
under Patriarch Philaret, they have received less scholarly attention. Nevertheless, we do know
that textual reform was a process that was gradually ongoing.

This gentle  pace of reform was thrown into chaos after Nikon Minin was elected as the
Patriarch of Moscow in 1652; in the period of 1654–56, Patriarch Nikon ordered scribes at the
Moscow Print Yard to assist him with his program of textual and liturgical reforms, as well as
attempting to reform internal ecclesiastical affairs. (This, of course, resulted in the schism of the
Old  Believers  after  the  Council  of  1666–67,  with  the  Old  Believers  refusing  to  accept  the
reformed texts and the mainstream Church accepting them, regardless of their quality.)

As part of the process of reforming liturgical texts (both before and after the schism), it was
also necessary to reflect such changes in the system of texts and melodies used in church singing.
Thus, at the same time that there were textual changes being considered in the 1630s and later, it
was also acknowledged that a number of ongoing problems and abuses in church singing needed
to be addressed as well.

Chief among such issues was a great need to simplify some of the complex techniques of the
traditional notation and singing performance which had made the learning and performance of
Znamenny Chant quite challenging for untrained singers, requiring years of training to master.
We know from earlier written sources under previous patriarchs that there was a growing desire
to eliminate the archaic pronunciation of the hard and soft signs as semi-vowels (the practice of
khomonia), to reduce the use and repertoire of Litso and Fita melodies, to completely eliminate
the use of  anenaiki and  khabuvoe penie (nonsense syllables), and to simplify and abbreviate a
substantial number of lengthy and complex hymns. There was also a recognition for the need to
reform the system of notation.

If we can trust the few written records that have come down to us, the first of two liturgical
music Commissions was established right at the end of Patriarch Joseph’s time in office, or in the
brief  interim  before  Nikon  was  elected  as  the  Patriatch  of  Moscow.  (According  to  written
sources, the Commission was established before Nikon became Patriarch and was dissolved once
he began his reforms.8 Other sources suggest that the commission’s activities were interrupted by
military events and a plague epidemic.)

The First Commission most likely met in the year 1652, although in truth we have no clear
idea if and when they met, or precisely what they discussed, since we have no actual documents
for  record of the commission.  Our only knowledge about  the commission is  because it  was
mentioned by Mezenets in his later writings, in which he claimed that the Commission consisted
of 14 master singers who had been chosen to address current issues and problems in church
singing. Since we are left with only conjecture regarding this Commission, we can surmise that
the participants were most probably tasked with the elimination of  khomonia (which however,
was  not  implemented  at  that  time,  but  shortly  thereafter).  The  Commission  was  dissolved
evidently because Patriarch Nikon’s reform was more extensive; it reconsidered the text on the
basis of Greek sources rather than simply removing khomonia.

After the ecclesiastical reforms of Patriarch Nikon in the period of 1652–56, the status of
chant manuscripts was thrown into chaos. The pace of liturgical reform ideally should have been
officially  coordinated  between  the  distribution  of  newly-printed  liturgical  books  and  the

8 A. Andreev,  The Reform of the Hirmologion in the 17th Century. Vol. 2. Unpublished Candidate of Theology
Dissertation. St. Petersburg, 2019, p. 21.
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preparation  and  dissemination  of  corresponding  chant  books  using  the  new  translations.
However, this was not the case, and it had a disruptive (and even disastrous) effect on the future
role of unison neumatic  singing as the mainstream form of singing in the Russian Church.10

Since the preparation and availability of revised chant books was not completed until over a
decade after the harshly mandated “reforms”, most parish and cathedral choirs in the meantime
had no viable choice but to seek an alternate and more convenient solution. Most choirs chose to
adopt  the  more  flexible  systems  of  chant  that  were  being  brought  into  Great  Russia  from
Southwestern Rus, whose singing traditions had been heavily influenced by Western European
music (including influence that was exerted by the Unia). The place of Znamenny, Demestvenny,
Put, and even the emerging forms of complex, native polyphonic singing known as “Strochnóe
Penie” were dealt a heavy blow, and were rapidly replaced in the majority of urban parishes by
the  newly-adopted  Kievan Chant,  the  so-called  “Greek” Chant,  and other  partial  repertoires
(including the so-called “Bulgarian” Chant and a limited use of locally composed settings).

As  an  attempt  to  correct  this  unfortunate  misstep,  a  second  Singing  Commission  was
subsequently established in 1668/1669–7011, which resulted in a more productive session. This
Second Commission assisted in the preparation of revised chant settings for the new texts, as
well  as the reform of the musical notation.  As part of its  accomplishments,  the Commission
produced a valuable work – Извещение о согласнейших пометах, most likely authored by the
monk Aleksandr Mezenets – which was copied repeatedly by scribes, and eventually edited by
Stepan Smolensky in 1888 with commentaries and extensive examples.12 Notably, this seminal
document  introduced  an  earlier  form  of  the  new-style  system  of  priznaki  for  use  with  the
reformed Stolp notation (what musicologist Ivan Gardner described as “Type A Notation”; see
System  I  below).  (Ironically,  despite  all  the  intentions  of  the  Commission  to  simplify  the
mechanics  of  the Znamenny notation,  the introduction  of  priznaki  actually  made the system
nearly as complex and arcane as it had previously been.)

(It is important to note that the priestless Old Believers in northern Russia, particularly in the
Pomor’e region, rejected all these notational and textual reforms, choosing to preserve the Type
B or Old-style  notation and texts  dating from c.  1600 to c.1655. Remarkably,  the Pomortsy
tradition of church singing continues on to the present without significant change.)

The New-Style System of Priznaki

The newly-proposed system of priznaki was originally conceived as a method of helping
singers to precisely identify pitches in the expected event of having chant books inexpensively
printed in only black ink, rather than continue to be executed by hand using two colors. Quoting
my  colleague  Aleksandr  Andreev  in  the  Ponomar  Project’s  Proposal  to  Encode  Znamenny
Musical Notation in Unicode (page 5):

10 My colleague Aleksandr Andreev offers this remark: “I am not sure to what extent this is true. There were many
different reform processes going on at the same time, including independently from what Nikon’s “correctors”
were doing”. See, for example, A. Andreev, “The Reform of the Hirmologion by the Russian Old Ritualists,”
Scrinium 16.1 (2020), pp. 89–104 (DOI 10.1163/18177565-00160A12).

11 It couldn’t have been  established by Patriarch  Nikon, since in 1658 he quit and left for  the  New Jerusalem
monastery, and in 1666 he was deposed and sent into exile at Ferapontovo.

12 S.  V.  Smolensky,  Азбука знаменного пения (Извещение  о согласнейших пометах)  старца Александра
Мезенца.  (1668-го года).  Издал с объяснениями  и примечаниями Ст. Смоленский.  Kazan:  Tipografiya
Imperatorskogo  Universiteta  i  tipo-litografiya  N.  Danilova,  1888.  (Smolensky dated  the  work  to  1668 and
solidly  attributed  it  to  Aleksandr  Mezenets,  while  modern  scholars  date  this  work  to  1670.  See:  З.  М.
Гусейнова, “Извещение о согласнейших пометах,” in: Православная энциклопедия, Т. 21 [Z. Guseynova,
“Izveshchenie o soglasneyshikh pometakh,” in: Orthodox Encyclopedia, vol. 21]. Moscow, 2009, pp. 554–556.)
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The first attempts at printing Znamenny Notation were made in Moscow in 1652, when Fedor Ivanov
Popov was ordered to make the technical arrangements for producing Znamenny chantbooks on the
printing  press  [N.P.  Parfent ev,  ʹ Древнерусское  певческое  искусство  в  духовной  культуре
Российского государства XVI–XVII вв. Sverdlovsk: Izdatel’stvo Ural’skogo universiteta, 1991., p.
194]. The requirement to print neumes in black and red simultaneously proved insurmountable and the
project was abandoned. The standardization of priznaki as an alternative method for indicating pitch
made printing neumes in  monochrome possible.  In  1671, a  project  to  print  the Hirmologion  – a
common chant book used in the Byzantine Rite – was undertaken in Moscow; the movable type for
the project was cast, but, for unknown reasons, the project was never carried out [ibid, p. 209].

Ultimately, the addition of priznaki has proven to be an unnecessarily redundant feature, since
the  neumes  were  already  accompanied  by  sufficiently  identifiable  pitch  marks,  as  well  as
printing endeavors were abandoned. Why their complex usage has persisted to the present time is
difficult to understand.

Having examined the evidence and forms of the earlier system of Put-Kazan priznaki, we can
now confidently draw the conclusion that Mezenets (or his colleagues) did not entirely invent the
new-style system of priznaki, but he was heavily inspired by the earlier concept of the old-style
priznaki  used  with  Put-Kazan  notation.  The  concept  of  priznaki  was  applied  to  the  general
emerging knowledge of musical theory, particularly to the  “gamut” (the Znamenny range of
pitches), in a form that was uniquely different from the earlier system, but without introducing
any changes to the music-theoretical properties of the gamut. Remarkably, the new-style system
of priznaki  is  a  return to  earlier  ways of  interpreting  the  music,  where  positions  within  the
soglasie (tetrachord)  are  considered rather  than absolute  pitches.  [It  also seems that  the two
lowest pitchs (     ) are written with a kryzh, and the three highest pitches (      ) are written
with a rog – a logical method of extending the six primary pitches of the gamut – in essence a
recycling of existing technology.]

The new-style system of priznaki is oriented towards the position of pitches within the Tonal
Ranges (soglasiya) of the Znamenny gamut. The 12-note gamut consists of four Tonal Ranges
(Simple,  Dark,  Bright  and Thrice-Bright),  which are  stacked so that  each  sequence of  three
pitches (low, medium and high) is stacked as tetrachords. See the following diagram.

Within each each of the four Tonal Ranges, a system of tiny markers is applied to the three
pitches – the low, medium and high pitches of each range. For the low pitches, the neumes are
not usually given a marker. For the medium pitches (the second step), a small marker is attached
to the lower or middle left portion of the base neume. For the high pitches (the third step), a
small marker is attached to the upper left or right portion of the base neume.

Low pitches ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌     
Medium pitches ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌     
High pitches ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌     
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The original basic system (which we will call New-style System I) is further broken down
into five categories  of base neumes,  where the placement  of  these tiny markers  depends on
particular shared features. (Each of the categories includes inflected and derivative neumes. For
keyboard entry and other details, see Part 2.2.)

New-style Priznaki, System I:
Low Pitches Medium Pitches High Pitches

Category 1: Priznaki placed on a left vertical line

              
Category 2: Priznaki placed on curved neumes

  (  )          
Category 3: Priznaki placed on a diagonal beam

Items with an asterisk have priznaki placed on mixed elements; see Category 5 below. 

 *   
 * 

 *   
 * 

 *   
 * 

Category 4: Priznaki placed on small diagonal strokes

                       
Category 5: Priznaki placed on added elements

    (◌  ◌  ◌)
  

   (◌  ◌  ◌ )
  

      (◌  ◌  ◌ )
  

The following chart demonstrates a sampling of how the system works for the range of the
gamut.

L.F. Kalashnikov, Азбука церковнаго наменнаго пения, 3rd edition. Moscow, 1915. page 31.
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While this system was falling into desuetude in the mainstream Russian Church and the need
for new manuscripts was waning, the Old Believers’ need for new liturgical singing manuscripts
was increasing with the passage of time after the schism of 1666-67. As old manuscripts were
wearing out and new ones were being created, for some unexplicable and illogical reason the
scribes of the Old Believer traditions of central Russia (later known as the “Guslitsky” cultural
tradition)12 began to use Mezenets’ reformed notation with priznaki, albeit without the Nikonian
textual revisions.

In the hands of Old Believer scribes, a number of refinements were eventually introduced to
refine the original system of priznaki, by adding more subtle features to aid in clarification. We
can call this “New-style System II”. (For details, see Part 2.2.)

New-style Priznaki, System II:

Category 1: Priznaki placed on a left vertical line (including derivative neumes)

While System I uses only three basic forms (    ), System II adds some further subtle details
to indicate whether the pitches are in the lower or upper half of the gamut, with the optional
(later) use of an underline14 to indicate pitches in the lowest Tonal Range. The tiny markers
point downward for pitches in the lower half of the gamut, and point upward for the upper half
of the gamut.

Simple Tonal Range
(Prosto)

◌   ◌   ◌

Dark Tonal Range
(Mrachno)

◌   ◌   ◌  

Bright Tonal Range
(Svetlo)

◌   ◌   ◌

Thrice-bright Tonal Range
(Tresvetlo)

◌   ◌   ◌

                                
                           
                           

                              
                              

Category 2: Priznaki placed on curved neumes (including derivative neumes)

System II has a far more complex range of forms, with most pitches having unique shapes.

12 The “Guslitsky” tradition, which emerged by the late 1700s, is a term which designates the vibrant artistic
culture (musical, scribal, iconographic, painting, domestic decoration, clothing, etc.) of the predominant priested
branch of Old Believers which is centered in the Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod environs, as well as along the
Irgiz River, with offshoots in Vetka and Starodub in Belarus, eventually extending to the emigré comunities in
the Lipovan region of Romania and elsewhere. For more, see: Е. А. Агеева, “Гуслица,” in:  Православная
энциклопедия, Т. 13 [E. Ageeva, “Guslitsa,” in: Orthodox Encyclopedia,vol. 13]. Moscow, 2006, pp. 503-509.

14 These underlines are seen in the somewhat unreliable 6-volume Krug tserkovnogo drevnego znamennogo penia
(Cycle of Ancient Church Znamenny Singing) published by Morozov in St. Petersburg, 1884–85.
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~              ~
               
 

salt=1:   
salt=2:   

      
salt=1:        
salt=2:        

      
salt=1:        
salt=2:        


salt=1:  
salt=2:  

Category 3: Priznaki placed on a diagonal beam (including derivative neumes)

There is no difference in System II. However, the optional use of the underline in the Simple
Tonal Range in later manuscripts produces one unique character substitution.

Simple Tonal Range
(Prosto)

Dark Tonal Range
(Mrachno)

Bright Tonal Range
(Svetlo)

Thrice-bright Tonal Range
(Tresvetlo)

~                ~
[    ]                     
               ~
               ~

[ ]   [ ] ~     ~ ~     ~
Category 4: Priznaki placed on small diagonal strokes (including derivative neumes)

While some of the neumes in this category are the same as in System I usage (particularly the
neumes with only one stroke on top, such as   ), some of the Arrows and neumes having
two strokes on top have a more nuanced system of presentation, with the placement of the
priznaki shifting from left to middle position (often without a definite reason).

                        ~
~                     
~                    
~                    
~ ~              
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~                          

~                     
Category 5: Priznaki placed on mixed elements (including derivative neumes)

This  category  includes  a  few neumes which have  a  mixed placement  of  priznaki  between
elements of the base neume and another added element – either a diagonal beam, a Litso or a
Tonal Range Marker.

In the formation of the  Zmeitsa so Statiyei (which is composed as a  Statiya and  Litso), the
Prosto and Mrachno Tonal Ranges have the priznaki placed on the Statiya (    ),  while the
priznaki for the Svetlo and Tresvetlo Tonal Ranges are placed on the Litso (   ).

~                       
 (+)

Composition of the Zmeitsa

     
Priznaki placed on the Statiya

     
Priznaki placed on the Oblako

      
Priznaki placed on the Oblako

~                     
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1.3) New-style Demestvenny Priznaki
In the post-schism period of the late 1600s, some priested Old Believer communities (and

later, the Guslitsa communities) attempted to revive the use of unison Demestvenny Chant and
its system of notation among their communities, to add solemnity to festal services and to rescue
and reclaim an authentic Russian singing tradition that was in danger of disappearing altogether.
(For the most part,  the repertoire  was retrieved from earlier  monophonic manuscripts,  or by
reproducing only the melodic lines of earlier  polyphonic scores,  but a significant  number of
additional settings were composed to broaden the repertoire, making use of common melodic
motifs.  Manuscript  collections  of  such  hymns  were  called  Deméstvenniki, and  were  usually
prefaced by a table of neumes and how to sing them using standard Stolp notation.)

As part of the adaptation of Demestvenny notation for use in a “new era”, some neumes were
given new shapes, for reasons which are unclear. (See Part 2.3E and Appendix 1.)

Old Believer scribes, who were apparently not fully aware of the historical origins and forms
of  the  authentic  system  of  priznaki  used  with  Put-Kazan  and  Demestvenny  notation,  also
borrowed and adapted the new-style Stolp priznaki in the course of this revival. By imposing the
Stolp neumatic feature onto the Demestvenny notation, a new hybrid system of notation was
created,  with several  distinctive,  confusing  features  not  seen  previously.  (This  Demestvenny
hybrid  system  is  exemplified  by  the  printed  editions  of  Kalashnikov,  including  Obednitsa
znamennago i demestvennago rospeva, Kiev, 1909; Azbuka demestvennago peniya, Kiev, 1911.
It should be noted however, that Kalashnikov merely reproduced a completed system of notation
that  had  already  been  used  in  Old  Believer  “Guslitsa”  manuscripts  dating  back  to  the  18th

century,  and there appear to be very few original features that he introduced. The student of
Demestvenny notation should also be aware that Kalashnikov’s Azbuka of Demestvenny notation
contains  several  inconsistencies,  as  he  repeated  dozens  of  earlier  scribal  errors  and
misunderstandings – especially those of Razumovsky, adding yet more confusion for students.)15

Like the  new-style Stolp system of notation, the New-style Demestvenny notation uses the
same system of red pitch marks  (pomety) which are placed on the upper left side of the base
neumes, although without making use of the Simple (lowest) Tonal Range. (It is even reasonable
to suggest that the Demestvenny gamut consists of only nine pitches.) [ ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌  ◌
◌  ◌ ] However, to clarify successive pitches for multiple-pitch neumes, the same set of pitches
can be added to the (lower) right side of the base neumes. [ ◌ ◌ ◌ ◌ ◌ ◌ ◌ ◌ ◌ ] (No
“strannye” or chromatic pitches were used in this monophonic chant tradition.) Additionally,
some of the other red inflectional  pomety were used to change the basic values of the base
neumes. [ ◌  ◌   ◌   ◌  ◌  ]

The  New-style  Demestvenny  notation  also  uses  a  subset  of  the Stolp  system  of  black
inflectional marks  (znaki),  some of which have significantly different meanings from the Stolp
system, as well as a few new symbols unique to the Demestvenny and Put-Kazan notations. (See
Part 2.3 for an explanation of these symbols.)

The New-style Demestvenny system of priznaki has a smaller range of application, in part
because the range of Demestvenny base neumes that were used in the newer chant books (for

15 For more, see: Е.Ю. Шевчук и И.В.С., “Издательства и издания духовно-музыкальные (Старообрядческие
церковнопевческие издания),” in: Православная энциклопедия, Т. 21 [E. Shevchiuk and I.V.S., “Publishers
and Publications of Church Music (Old Ritualist Musical Publications),” in: Orthodox Encyclopedia, vol. 21].
Moscow,  2009,  pp.  579–580;  Е.Ю.  Шевчук  и  Е.А.  Агеева,  “Калашников  Лазарь  Филиппович,”  in:
Православная  энциклопедия,  Т.  29  [E.  Shevchiuk  and  E.  Ageeva,  “Kalashnikov  Lazar  Filippovich,”  in:ʹ
Orthodox Encyclopedia, vol. 29]. Moscow, 2012, pp. 432–434.
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example, see Kalashnikov’s  Azbuka of 1911) was more limited and standardized than what is
seen in earlier source materials. However, the usage that we do see is quite complex and requires
careful study.

New-style Demestvenny Priznaki:
This system is basically the same as the New-style Znamenny notation (System II), discussed
above, with a few modifications for Demestvenny neumes.  (For keyboard entry and specific
details, see Part 2.3.)

Category 1: Priznaki placed on a left vertical line (including derivative neumes)
Note: Neumes with an asterisk are New-style forms of more traditional neumes.

     
     

     
     

     
     

Category 2: Priznaki placed on curved neumes (including derivative neumes)

   
Category 3: Priznaki placed on a diagonal beam (including derivative neumes)

     
     

     
-  -  -  -  -  -

     
     

Category 4: Priznaki placed on small diagonal strokes (including derivative neumes)

                 
Category 5a: Priznaki placed on base Arrows (including derivative neumes)

  
  

  
  

  
  

Category  5b:  Priznaki  placed  on  inflective  elements  of  Arrows (including  derivative
neumes)

     
    

  
  

     
     

Category 6: Neumes with Non-standard Priznakified Forms (including derivative neumes)

 
ss02:     

 
ss02: See section 2.2.

 
ss02: See section 2.2.
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Part 2: The Technical Use of Priznaki
with the ‘Mezenets’ Unicode Font

As a disclaimer, the font user should be aware that in actual usage seen in manuscripts and
published chant books, there is a considerable amount of variation and inconsistency in how the
priznaki are traditionally applied for some of the neumes. It is impractical and almost impossible
(and  even pointless)  to  provide  support  for  every  variant  usage,  so  the  font  designers  have
provided a standardized system in the Mezenets font, based on the publications of Kalashnikov,
but  with  deference  to  the  original  system of  Mezenets.  We  believe  that  we  have  achieved
accuracy in this system, but if the font user feels that we have made an incorrect choice of usage,
we will be happy to address this in future updates of the font. Please report an issue in the Issue
Tracker: https://github.com/slavonic/fonts-znam/issues.

Introduction

In the Mezenets font, there are five Priznak Modifier control characters, which, when entered
following a base neume, instruct the software to display a modified form of the base character
(with a priznak). The control characters are not intended to be used as standalone characters,
though for convenience, a spacing standalone functional form is provided, which serves to alert
the user that a rendering error has occurred. These Priznak Modifiers are:

Priznak Modifier Combination Result Function:

Znamenny Priznak Level 2  +   2nd position of a Tonal Range

Znamenny Priznak Level 3  +   3rd position of a Tonal Range

Znamenny Priznak Flip

 +  + 

 +  + 




Flips  the  direction  of  a
priznak

Priznak Modifier Kryzh 
(down)  +   Indicates a  descending pitch

in Put-Kazan notation

Priznak Modifier Rog (up)  +   Indicates an ascending pitch
in Put-Kazan notation

In both the Znamenny and the Demestvenny-Put-Kazan spectrum of notation systems, the
Priznak Modifier should always be added  directly after the base neume, no matter how many
additional  combining  marks  are  added  to  the  sequence.  The  character  entry  sequence  is
specifically programmed in the lookup tables to work in the following order:
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{base neume} + {Priznak modifier} + {Tonal Range Mark} + {additional black combining

marks} + {red combining marks}

In many instances, inputting the Priznak Modifier in any other position will fail to trigger the
Priznak, although we have intentionally added some limited support for alternate or reverse entry
of some of the more complex neumes, in case the font user makes a mistake in the order of
character entry (see section B below).

The following table lists the characters which may be used with each step of the correct
ordering of symbols, for both Znamenny and Demestvenny (including Put-Kazan) notations.

base neume Priznak modifier Tonal Range
Mark

Additional
black marks

red marks red pitch marks example:

Znamenny:


etc.





+
+

◌ 
◌ 
◌
◌ 

◌
◌
◌ 
◌ 
◌ 
◌ 
◌
◌ 
◌ 

◌
◌
◌
◌
◌◌  ◌
◌◌
◌

◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌  ◌
◌



Demestvenny:


etc.




same ◌
◌  ◌ 
◌ ◌
◌

same same  

The font user should be aware of two particular details, which may be encountered in the
typesetting  of  priznakified  neumes.  For  the  user’s  convenience,  we have  provided  solutions
coded into the font to support these features, so that the user is not burdened with too many
typesetting details.
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A. Priznaki placement shift

In New-style Znamenny notation, when the Podchashie and the “Thunder Arrows” (Strely
gromnye) have Tonal Range Marks added to their base form, there is a shift of the placement of
priznaki between the vertical  beam and any Tonal Range Marks.  (This detail of the received
tradition is demonstrated in Part 2.2.) While it may be useful for the font user to be aware of this
variance, we have purposely created “lookups” in the font that result in correct usage, sparing the
user from unknowingly making mistakes.  (This placement  shift  may also be seen with other
forms of the Arrows in some chant books, but as stated in the disclaimer, a standardized system
of usage has been established for this font.)

B. Limited support for mistakes

While we affirm that the correct order of character entry should always be {base neume} +
{Priznak modifier} + {Tonal Range Mark} + {additional black combining marks} + {red
combining marks}, as mentioned previously, as a fail-safe we are providing limited support for
“user error” in the order in which some complex characters are composed. (We prefer not to
catalog  all  these,  as  we do not  want  to encourage font  users to  adopt  incorrect  habits.)  For
example, the following will yield equivalent results:

1)   +  + ◌ 
  + ◌  + 

2)   +  + ◌  + ◌ 
  + ◌  +  + ◌ 
  + ◌  + ◌  + 

3)   +  + 
  +  + 

Additionally,  users should be aware that  entering Znamenny Characters  via the character
palette (e.g., Insert → Special Character in LibreOffice) is buggy and may result in incorrect
positioning. Users are strongly encouraged to enter characters using a keyboard entry method or
via Unicode codepoint.
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2.1: Priznaki for Traditional (old-style)
Demestvenny and Put-Kazan Notations

As was explained in Part 1 of this document, the old-style system of priznaki indicates pitch
movement (unlike the later system of priznaki, which indicates relative pitch positions within
Tonal Ranges). To indicate that the pitch of the neume begins lower than the previous pitch, a
small “kryzh” (cross) is added to the bottom left side of the neume. To indicate a higher pitch, a
small “rog” (horn) is added to the upper left side of the neume. The relevant control characters
are U+1CF45 Priznak Modifier Kryzh, and U+1CF46 Priznak Modifier Rog.

Priznak coloring: In the oldest manuscripts, the priznaki were added in the same color ink,
but in later manuscripts (including polyphonic hymns), these priznaki were often (optionally)
added in a contracting color. However, current computer technology is still lagging, and so this
feature is not yet fully supported in most software. (Colored characters are currently supported
for screen viewing in Microsoft Office, LibreOffice 7.0, and all modern web browsers, but as of
November, 2020, export to PDF with color, regardless of operating system, is available only as a
workaround in LuaTeX, and only for new-style priznaki; all other software defaults to black-and-
white output.) Nevertheless, we are maintaining support for color in the Mezenets font, with the
hope that full support will be available in the future. For the most current status of software
support for color fonts, please refer to: https://github.com/slavonic/fonts-znam/issues/19.

Access  of  font  features  (Stylistic  Sets,  Stylistic  Alternatives,  etc.): Beginning  with
LibreOffice  version 6.4  and  in Microsoft Office  360, users can easily access OpenType font
features by means of a dialog box. In LibreOffice, select a character sequence, go to the Format
menu and select Character (or right-click and select Character), then select Character from the
sub-menu, and then click on the Features... box. This will display all available features that are
built into the font, including Stylistic Sets and Stylistic Alternatives. As mentioned elsewhere,
the use of these font features is used to allow (or disable) the differences between old-style and
new-style  character  forms,  the  ligating  or  “chaining”  of  characters  in  Demestvenny-Kazan
notations, and other options. In older versions of LibreOffice, OpenType features could be turned
on by adding a suffix to the font name,  e.g.  MezenetsUnicode:ss01.  This  is  still  possible  in
LibreOffice 6.4 and later as well.

List of priznaki for the Old-style Put-Kazan and Demestvenny notations

base form           [PK] Крыж       [PR] Рог            comments  

   (element)16

   < base character

   < with Vertical Omet added

   < with Curved Omet added

   < with Kryzhik added

16 This  “element”  is  not  recognized  as  a  character.  Its  inclusion  in  the  font  is  necessary  for  instructional
demonstration, and to accommodate a few scribal errors in Kalashnikov’s Obednitsa.
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  –
  –
  –
    ~ additional form:  +  + 
   <  with Curved Omet, not the Chelyustka 
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  –
  – < with Curved Omet added

  –
  –
  –
  –
  
  
  –
  –
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  –
17   [with :  ]18

  
  
   
  
  
  
  
  
   [with :  ]
  
   [with :  ]
17 See the previous footnote.

18 Regarding all the [P3] versions in this section, see section 2.3C below.
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   [with :  ]
  
  
   [with :  ]
  
   [with :  ]
  
  
   [with :  ]
  
  
   [with :  ]
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   Stylistic Alternative (“salt”) version of 
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      < with Podchashie (black)

   < with Podvertka (red)

  
  
   Stylistic Alternative (“salt”) version of 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   Stylistic Alternative (“salt”) version of 
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   Stylistic Alternative (“salt”) version of 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Old-style Mechiki (default text): New-style Mechiki (Stylistic Alternative 2 text):
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The Osoka neumes:

  –
  –
  –
  –
  –
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  –
  –
  –
  –
  –
  –
  –
  –
The Slognya neumes:

   ( +  ,  + Priznak + )
   ( +  + )
   ( +  +  + ◌  )
   ( +  + )
[] [+] [+] [ +  +  +  + ◌  ] composed
  – ( + )
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2.2: Priznaki for Znamenny (Stolp) Notation
In the publications of Kalashnikov, which reproduce manuscripts of the Guslitsky (Old Believer)
tradition, a standardized system of priznaki is used to indicate relative pitches within each of the
Tonal Ranges (просто, мрачно, светло, тресветло; “Simple”, “Dark”, “Bright” and “Thrice-
bright”).  The user of the Mezenets font will be able to typeset these priznaki for Znamenny
notation using Priznak Modifier characters that are applied to the base neumes. (Kalashnikov’s
Demestvenny notation uses a similar system, presented below in Part 2.3.)

For  each pitch  in  the  Tonal  Ranges,  the  first  pitch  (Ut  or  Fa)  rarely  receives  a  priznak
symbol; the second pitch (Re or Sol) receives the [P2] Priznak Modifier; and the third pitch (Mi
or  La)  receives  the  [P3]  Priznak  Modifier.  The  character  U+1CF44  Priznak  Flip  Modifier,
seldom used by itself,  is used to flip one of the [P2] or [P3] characters from one position to
another  when applied directly  following one of the other Priznak Modifiers:  [P2]+[PU], and
[P3]+[PU] (and in one rare instance: [PU]+[PU]). The following table presents all possible forms
found in the notational system and implemented in the Mezenets font.

base form          [P  2  ]                [P  3  ]              [PU]              [P2][PU]          [P3][PU]      comments  

◌  ◌  ◌  - - -
◌  ◌  ◌  - - -
◌ ◌  ◌  - - -
   -   with and without Tonal Range Marks

   -   with and without Tonal Range Marks

   - - -
   -  
   -  
   -  
   -  
   -  
     
    - - also:  (++)
     
Podchashie:
While the Podchashie is seldom used without a Tonal Range Mark, we provide priznakified 
forms for this character as a base neume.

   - - - ( + Priznak)
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However,  when  Tonal  Range  Marks  are  added  to  the  basic  Podchashie  character,  by  tradition  the
placement of the priznak shifts between the base neume and the added Tonal Range Mark. For the font
user’s convenience, the font is programmed to automatically display the correct priznakified character
form.
base form          [P  2  ]                [P  3  ]              [PU]              [P2][PU]          [P3][PU]      comments  

    - - - ( + Priznak + ◌)
   - - - ( + Priznak + ◌)
   - - - ( + Priznak + ◌)

   - - -
   - - -
   - - -
   -  
    - - default form

    - - Stylistic Alternative form 119

    - - Stylistic Alternative form 220

   - - -
   - - - ( + ◌ )
   - - -
Simple Statii:

   - - - ( + Priznak)
   - []21 - ( + Priznak)
   - - - ( + Priznak)
   - - - ( + Priznak)
   - [] - ( + Priznak)
   - [] - ( + Priznak)

19 Stylistic Alternatives are accessible via the salt feature of the font. The alternative needs to be selected in the
software. For example, in LibreOffice this is done by selecting the salt1 feature for the first alternative.

20 See above. In LibreOffice, this is accessed by selecting the salt2 feature for the second alternative.

21 “Dummy” forms are necessary functional characters required by software in order to compose the following
versions which include the Mrachno (Dark Range) Tonal Mark. 
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base form          [P  2  ]                [P  3  ]              [PU]              [P2][PU]          [P3][PU]      comments  

Dark Statii:22

   - - - ( + Pr. + ◌)
   - - - ( + Pr. + ◌ + ◌ )
   -  - ( + Pr. + ◌)
   -  - ( + Pr. + ◌)
    - ( + Pr. + ◌)
Bright Statii:

   - - - ( + Pr. + ◌)
   - - - ( + Pr. + ◌ + ◌ )
Zmeitsa so statieyu:

   -   ( + Pr. + )
Strely (Arrows), etc. (characters with shifting priznaki placement are indicated with an asterisk*):

   -  - with and without Tonal Range Marks

   -  - always used with Tonal Range Marks

   -  - always used with Tonal Range Marks

   -  -
   -  -
   -  -
   - - - used without Tonal Range Marks

 *  - - - used with Tonal Range Marks

   - - - ( + ◌ )
   - - -
   - - - ( + ◌ )
  *   - - - always used with Tonal Range Marks

   - - -

22 As mentioned  previously,  a  number  of  characters  have  limited  support  for  alternate  (or  reverse)  order  of
character entry to help users avoid errors in typesetting. The Dark Statii, the Bright Statii and the Zmeitsa so
statieyu all allow for alternate character orders.
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base form          [P  2  ]                [P  3  ]              [PU]              [P2][PU]          [P3][PU]      comments  

 -  - - -
 -  - - -
 -  - - -
   - - -
   - - -
   - - -
Old-style Mechik (default form, used for Znamenny notation):

   - - -
   - - -
New-style Mechik (Stylistic Set 2, used for Demestvenny notation):
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2.3: Priznaki for the New-style Demestvenny Notation
The publications of Kalashnikov, which reproduce manuscripts of the Guslitsky (Old Believer)
tradition in the central region of Russia surrounding Moscow, use Znamenny-style priznaki with
a revived form of Demestvenny notation – a departure from the older use of the system of Put-
Kazan  priznaki  originally  used  with  Demestvenny  notation  (see  Part  1).  The  user  of  the
Mezenets font will be able to access the majority of the forms of the Demestvenny neumes with
priznaki  used by Kalashnikov via the same system of [P2],  [P3] and [PU] Priznak Modifier
characters defined above, and it is necessary to designate the font as Stylistic Set 2. (If the font is
not designated as such, the characters will only display in their default Old-style forms.) This
extended usage of the standard system of Znamenny priznaki has been applied to two elemental
characters (see section A below) and to several Demestvenny neumes – the Mechiki having both
default and Stylistic Set 2 shapes (see section E below).

Separate from the system of Znaki (auxiliary modifying symbols in black ink) used in the
standard Znamenny notation, the Demestvenny and Put-Kazan notations have an additional (or
in some cases alternate) system of modifying Znaki, presented in the following table.

Additional Znaki for the Put-Kazan and Demestvenny notations default Style Set 2

1) Vertical Omet (attaching form of the Omet); this usually adds 
more length to the final pitch. ◌  
2) Curved Omet (non-attaching form of the Omet, nesting below the
base neume); this usually adds more length to a final pitch, but 
sometimes it indicates an added ascending pitch.

◌  
3) Kryzh [or Kryzhik] (attaching or non-attaching, with subsequent 
additions nesting diagonally below the first Kryzh); this adds a 
descending pitch.

◌    
4) Oblachko or Mrachno. For centuries there has been confusion 
regarding the usage and shape of the Oblachko, and since the 
Oblachko looks almost identical to the Mrachno Tonal Range Mark 
(not helped by scribal sloppiness and lack of training), the two 
symbols are now generally considered to be interchangeable. 
Fortunately, the singer is usually able to determine the correct 
interpretation through context. Used as an Oblachko, the symbol 
adds a descending pitch in Znamenny notation, while it adds an 
ascending pitch in Demestvenny notation.

◌ 
◌ 

 
 

5) Znamenny (standard) Zaderzhka (attaches on the upper right); 
this adds length to the final pitch. ◌    
6) Put Zaderzhka (overlays the base neume to the upper left); this 
symbol modifies the Vertical Beam element of the base neume, 
adding length to the beginning pitch of the neume rather than to the 
final pitch.

◌ ( )  
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List of Priznaki for the New-style Demestvenny notation
(Traditional  Old-style  Demestvenny  priznaki  have  also  been  included  to  demonstrate  the
differences between the two systems.)

A) Priznakified Elements
Note: These elements are located in the PUA and are intended only for demonstration purposes.
In no instances should they be used for typesetting neumatic notation.

Base [P2] [P3] [PU] [P2][PU] [P3][PU] [PK] [PR]

       
 -  - - -  

B) Priznakified Characters shared with standard Znamenny Notation

                

C) Priznakified Characters unique to Demestvenny Notation

Base [P2] [P3]* [PU] [P2][PU] [P3][PU] [PK] [PR]

 -  - - -  
 -  - - -  
 -  - - -  
 -  - - -  
 -  - - -  
 -  - - -  
 -  - - -  
*Note that the P3 forms are new-style priznaki which are used in Kalashnikov’s Obednitsa.

D) Characters with Historical Stylistic Shapes
Two characters used in the New-style Demestvenny notation have shapes which are different
from earlier forms used for Old-style Demestvenny notation. The new shapes are accessed by
turning on Stylistic Set 2. Note that the New-style shapes do not have priznaki.

  (default Old-style)
  (ss02 New-style)
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E) The Priznakified Demestvenny Mechik (the most complex Demestvenny neume)

i. Old-style Mechiki [default]
Note: The Old-style forms of the Mechiki are used only with old-style notation (see Part 1).

As mentioned previously,  the P2 and P3 modifiers will  produce a valid  form in some cases
where old-style notation is used (and even so, this usage is not commonly encountered, as the
Kryzh and Rog are the normal forms of priznaki used with old-style notation). Valid “P2” and
“P3” character forms, which are attested in only a few manuscripts, are highlighted below in
green.

Since most forms of the Mechiki are only valid in Stylistic Set 2, most of these new-style
forms will produce a “dummy character” (displayed in  blue in the table below) when they are
entered in the default version of the font. This serves as a visual indication that the text needs to
be designated as Stylistic Set 2, or that an invalid character form has been entered.

Base [P2] [P3] [PU] [P2][PU] [P3][PU] [PK] [PR]

       
       
[             ]23

       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
23 This combination is formed via anchor points instead of lookups.
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ii. New-style Mechiki [ss02] (all valid formations)
Note: This feature is turned on by selecting Stylistic Set 2.

Base [P2] [P3] [PU] [P2][PU] [P3][PU] [PK] [PR]

       
       
[        ]
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Appendix 1: A Comparison of Old- and New-style 
Demestvenny Neumes

In the course of the development of the neumatic notation, the shapes of the neumes were
fairly stabilized by the first half of the 17th century, in the stage which musicologist Ivan Gardner
labeled  as Type B notation,  and which I  am more inclined  to describe as “Old-style” Stolp
notation (both labels being rather inadequate). However, as a result of the Second Commission,
the manuscript  entitled  Извещение о согласнейших пометах (discussed previously) presents
new shapes for some of the neumes (“New-style Stolp notation”), which seem to provide models
for revised shapes in both of the surviving traditions of Stolp and Put-Demestvenny notations.
These new shapings were adopted by the scribes of the Guslitsky tradition and were finally given
their most official status in the published editions of chant books prepared by Kalashnikov.

The following neumes have variant old- and new-style forms. In the Mezenets Unicode font,
the  old-style  shapes  for  traditional  presentation  of  all  forms  of  notation  (including  Stolp,
Demestvenny and Put-Kazan) are the default character forms (shown in the left column). The
new-style forms (in the right column) are available as Stylistic Set 2 for standard presentation, or
Stylistic Set 3 for connecting or contracting forms of the neumes –  as previously discussed in
Part  2  of  this  document. (Note  that  glyphs  in  [brackets]  are  theoretical  constructs  as  base
neumes, but they have use in forming compound neumes.)

Old-style Put-Kazan forms
(default forms)

New-style Stolp & Demestvenny forms
(Stylistic Sets 2 and 3)

Zanozhek24

  
Stopitsa s sorochei nozhkoi

   
Mechik

 
Derivative forms:     

Old-style Priznakified forms:

  []*   []*
*While old-style priznaki are prefered, some 
manuscripts alternately use the upper priznak [P3].

 
Derivative forms:     

New-Style Priznakified forms:

    
    

24 Images demonstrating the original shapes of the Zanozhek and the Stopitsa s sorochei nozhkoi are selected from
RSL  (Russian  State  Library,  РГБ),  coll. 379  (Holy-Trinity  St.  Sergius  Laura),  No.  46  (Obednitsa).  The
following manuscripts (among many others) have the same character shapes:  RSL, coll. 379 (Archpriest D.V.
Razumovsky), No. 46 (Obednitsa), No. 80 (Lenten and Flowery Triodion for Two Voices), No. 81 (Obikhod for
Two or Three  Voices),  and No.  84 (Prazdniki  for  Three  Voices);  coll. 173.II,  No.  33 (Prazdniki  for  Two
Voices). NLR (National Library of Russia, РНБ):  Kir.-Bel. 665/922 (Notated Chant Compendium, dated 1604)
and Q.I.189 (Notated Sticherarion, 17th c.).
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Mechik Klyuchevoy

  
Derivative forms:   

        
Priznakified forms:

  []
  []
  []

  
Derivative forms:   

        
Priznakified forms:
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Appendix 2: Catalog of Priznakified Forms of Neumes
In the following catalog, the entire range of characters (or base neumes) in the Unicode range

for Slavic Musical Notations is listed, whether it receives priznaki or not, and these neumes are
listed  sequentially  according  to  their  codepoint  order.  Conveniently,  the  Unicode  range  of
neumes  can  be  divided  into  eight  groups  of  characters,  with  a  ninth  group  comprised  of
compound characters.  In  cases  where there  are  multiple  characters  in  the  blocks  below (for
example, see the first neume below), the first character is the base neume, and all subsequent
characters are “inflected” characters (having an additional mark that augments or changes the
value of the note).  This  catalog,  however,  is  by no means exhaustive,  as it  does not  list  all
possible “inflections”,  but rather focuses on demonstrating the full usage of priznaki in both
New-style and Old-style notations.

New-style Stolp & Demestvenny Priznaki Old-style Put-Kazan Priznaki


1CF42


1CF43


1CF44


1CF42+1CF44


1CF43+1CF44


1CF45


1CF46


1CF46+1CF4

4
Znamenny

Priznak Modifier
Level 2

Znam.
Priznak Mod.

Level 4

Znam.
Priznak

Modifier Flip

Znamenny
Priznak Modifier

Kryzh

Znam/ Priznak
Modifier Rog

downward 
medium pitch

downward
high pitch

upward
medium pitch

upward
high pitch

downward
motion

upward
motion

very high
position

Group 1: Priznaki placed on a left vertical line (including derivative neumes)


 




 




 




 
 



 
 



 

-


 

-


 


 


-





- - -

    
      
      
 - -  -
 ss02 - - - -
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 - -  
 - -  
 - -  -
 ss02 - - - -
     - -

Group 2: Priznaki placed on curved neumes (including derivative neumes)

       -

    
[+]  

 - - - -
 - - - -

 - - 





 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
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 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - - - -
 - - - -
 []25  [] []   - -
 - -  -
 - - - -

Group 3: Priznaki placed on a diagonal beam (including derivative neumes)


 









 



- -

    
    
    
     - -
 - -  
 - -  

25 There are only two valid forms of this idiomatic neume, as their use is restricted to two particular pitches. We
have included the priznakified forms in brackets  for “harmony” with the Palka, but they are impossible to
encounter in actual chant literature.
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 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  

Group 4: Priznaki placed on miscellaneous neumes (including derivative neumes)

 - - - -
    - -

 salt=1    - -
 salt=2    - -
 - - - -
 salt=1 - - - -
 - - - -







 - -

   - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -

Group 5: Priznaki placed on small diagonal strokes [Statii] (including derivative neumes)
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   - -
 - - - -
    
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
    
 - -  
  salt=1 - -  
Group 6: Priznaki placed on the Arrows (including derivative neumes)


 




 




 













   - -
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 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - -  
 - - - -
 - - - -


 





26






 



- -








 - -

26 When Tonal Range Marks are added, the medium pitch priznaki are placed on the Tonal Range Marks, creating
a mixed usage.
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 - - - -

 
 



27





 
 


- -

   - -
Group 7: Priznaki placed on the Mechiki and Osoki (including derivative neumes)







  - - - 











 sso2










 





 





 





 





 













   - - -  
 sso2       




 


- 
 



- - - 



 
 





 
 

27 When Tonal Range Marks are added, the medium pitch priznaki are placed on the Tonal Range Marks, creating
a mixed usage.
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 sso2




 
















 
 
 
 













 
 
 
 













 
 
 
 













 
 
 
 













 
 
 
 













 
 
 
 













 
 
 
 









 sso2       
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 -  - - -  
 sso2       
 -  - - -  
 sso2       
 -  - -
 -  - -
 28  - -
    -
 - -  -
 - -  -
 - - - -
 - -  -
 - -  -

Group 8: Priznaki placed on the Archaic Neumes (including derivative neumes)

 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -

28 When Tonal Range Marks are added, the medium pitch priznaki are placed on the Tonal Range Marks, creating
a mixed usage.
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 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
 - - - -
   - -
 - - - -

Group 9: Priznaki placed on Compound Neumes (Slogny, Sloginy) (including derivatives)

 ( + )  
 ( +  + )  
 ( +  +  + ◌  )  
 ( +  + )  
 ( +  +  +  + ◌  )  
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